My

Tennis
Buddy

About Opus Mobile Technologies:
Opus Mobile Technologies develops
innovative iPhone/iPod Touch
applications that are essential to
users in the industries we target. Our
passion for a particular discipline
(initially sports) and penchant for
ease of use, results in solutions that
go beyond sheer automation – we
furnish “must-have” tools that truly
make our customers more efficient.

“Truly	
  know	
  your	
  Tennis	
  game”

Email: info@opusmt
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The	
  MTB	
  tool	
  is	
  available	
  in	
  English	
  
and	
  French	
  languages.	
  
For	
  more	
  information,	
  check	
  out	
  our	
  website:	
  

My Tennis Buddy (MTB) puts at
your fingertips a powerful tool for
monitoring/analyzing match
results and understanding better
your game. Students,	
  coaches,	
  
parents,	
  and	
  tennis	
  fans	
  can	
  
compute	
  pertinent	
  match	
  statistics	
  
for	
  a	
  given	
  player,	
  analyze	
  the	
  
player’s	
  strength	
  indicators,	
  and	
  
easily	
  view	
  all	
  recorded	
  matches.	
  
These	
  features,	
  presented	
  in	
  a	
  
simple	
  and	
  intuitive	
  style,	
  give	
  you	
  
indispensible	
  insights	
  	
  that	
  will	
  
propel	
  you	
  to	
  a	
  whole	
  new	
  level	
  of	
  
proficiency	
  in	
  your	
  game.

http://www.opusmt.com/mtb
For iPhone/iPod Touch

My Tennis Buddy

Match Management:
Tracks match information, including match types
(single or double, whether it’s friendly, practice,
tournament, or league), location and event name.
Allows extensive and flexible scoring rules (set, games,
various tie-breaks rules). All data is editable, even
when match is completed.

There is more to the game than simply hitting the
ball. To be successful, a player requires technique,
strategy, and good mental and physical
conditioning. It’s quite difficult to assess these
attributes and truly know your game through a
single match. Long-term statistical match data is
required to extract key indicators, like a player's
ability to comeback from the brink of defeat to land
a great win (comeback power), a player's ability to
conclude a match (finishing power) or to win a tiebreak (tie-break success rate). MTB highlights this
invaluable information so that you can readily
identify weaknesses and make the corrective actions
that will spawn major breakthroughs in your game.

Match Statistics:
Highlights match statistics in a simple and intuitive
style. Outlined match statistics summary
(wins/losses, tie-break success rate, “bagels,” breakdown singles vs. doubles) and winning trend
information (winning streak, and last few matches).

Player Management:
Captures player’s profile (name, ranking, stroke
types). Offer player’s category (favorites or
opponents) for accelerated player selection. Player
screen gives you a detailed summary of all matches
for a given player, head-to-head with an opponent,
and overall match statistics. This will help you
identify how you fare against your opponents.

